
CREATING A 
LAB REPORT



MAIN SECTIONS OF A LAB REPORT

In this class, your lab reports will include:

• Introduction

•Materials

•Procedures

•Data

•Analysis



INTRODUCTION

•Background knowledge

•Do not spill out a list of facts. An 
introduction is an explanation as to 
why this lab was created. 

• Include your research, keep the 
purpose in mind.



INTRODUCTION (CONT.) 

• Purpose/Question

•After sufficient information is included, state the 
purpose or question for the lab. 

• Stuck? Try to be more creative, but you can use, 
“The purpose of this lab is to . . .” OR “The 
question we are trying to investigate in this lab is . 
. .”



INTRODUCTION (CONT.)
•Hypothesis

•Must include your independent and 
dependent variable
• Independent – What was changed
•Dependent – What was measured

• If/Then format

•Hypothesis must be addressing what the 
experiment tested only.



MATERIALS

•If you list the material, you 
MUST mention it in the 
procedures

•BULLETED list



PROCEDURES
•NUMBERED list

• If you mention a material, it MUST be in your 
materials list

•Must be specific enough for anyone to read your 
procedures and repeat the experiment with no 
confusion.

• Be sure to list any measurements in metrics.



DATA

•Do NOT make any conclusions in this section.

• Simply have a couple sentences (1-3) 
explaining the data you received

•Add any charts, graphs, or diagrams in this 
section.



ANALYSIS
• This is where you interpret your data

• While writing, keep the purpose of the lab in mind. 
(What were you trying to find and why)

• What does the data suggest about your 
experiment?

• Does the data support my hypothesis?

• “I accept/reject my hypothesis because . . .”

• Sources of Error

• If I were to do this experiment again, I would . . .


